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The problem of plane electromagnetic wavS propagation in moving isotropic/ 
anisotropic, homogeneous media has been studied by many workers (Kong & 
Clhang 1968, Okhubo 1971, Tai 1964); using the covariance of Maxwell’s equations 
and the principle o f phase invariance and many interesting results, including 
modifications of Snell’s and Fresnel’s laws have been obtained. However, to 
date, no such attempt has been made for the case of a moving inhomogeneous 
medium; though few studies have been made using other approaches (Kong 1971, 
Lee & Papas 196.3, Tisoher 1960). The reason for this is, that the Maxwell’s 
equations do not admit plane wave solutions in the moving inhomogeneous 
media and hence, preclude the possibility of devising an invariant phase in the 
absence of which the principle of phase invariance cannot be applied. But in 
the studies of plane wave propagation in stationary inhomogeneous media, 
extensive use has been made of WKB method (Brekhovskikh 1960, Wait 1960), 
and under a certain condition (Brekhovskikh 1960, Mott 1958) the WKB solu­
tions are exact solutions o f the wave equation. The expression for the refractive 
index profile o f an inhomogeneous medium in which the above condition is 
satisfied can be obtained (Burman 1966), hence for this profile, a reflected wave 
that is completely uncoupled from the incident wave can be defined i.e. the 
Maxwell’s equations admit plane wave solutions which means that the concept 
o f invariant phase can be applied.
In this communication wo have investigated the nature o f the reflected 
pulse from a moving inhomogeneous medium, which is characteristised by the 
above mentioned refractive index profile, when the incident pulse is an AM 
Gaussian envelope pulse.
The refractive index profile o f the moving inhomogeneous medium under 
consideration (in the rest frame K'(x',y',z') o f the moving medium), is given
by:
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n(z') =  (l+^'|a')-^ 2 ' > 0
=  1 2' <  0
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(1)
where a\ is the inhomogeneity parameter independent of z', the medium is moving 
with a uniform velocity v, in ai-direction (with respect to K(x, y, z), the rest frame 
of the observer and is coincident with K' at =  0; :r-2:-being the plane of inci­
dence). At z' =  0, the refractive index defined by eq. (1), is continuous but its 
gradient is discontinuous (for details see, Burman 1966). Let a plane wave be 
normally incident from the negative ^'-direction, then the amplitude reflection 
co-efficient 72', referred to gradient discontinuity at 2' — 0 is (Burman 1966) :
72' == - l l [ l+ iz a T ] (2)
where k' =  cd'Ic (oj' — 27t/ ,  is the angular frequency of the w^ ave in and c, is 
the velocity of light in vacuum). Now, making use of covariance of Maxwell’s 
equations and phase invariance principle, 72', in K, transforms (Yeh 1965) to ;
R  =  —
U + /?
1+ i. 2a' y (l+ /? ) (3)
where v fic and
Let the incident source pulse bo given by :
Ei(U) == exp(—(72f|2)Cos(coo<f) 
whose frequency spectrum is :
Ei(w) =  ^  |.g-(a,-a,o)2/i<r=_^g-(«. + a.o)/4(r»j
(4)
(5)
where ojq is the carrier frequency, o* is related to the width of the pulse and 
U =  (zlc—t).
If the transfer function of the free space-moving inhomogeneous medium 
ii;iterface is of the form
I72(a,)|exp[-^^(a>)]
then the reflected pulse in the region 2 <  0 is given by
■®r(^ r)----- s— /  I I-®<(w)exp{— —a>2f]}rfoiZlf 0^0 (6)
where tf =
Substituting eq. (5), in eq. (6), and then evaluating the integral approxi­
mately by stationary phase method (for details see, Ginzburg 1970); the reflected 
pulse is given as :
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E r ( t r )  = \ l i { 0 < o ) \
X co^
/ [  1+  {  C ip i )  (2cr)2 J  '  j
[ i +  ( 2 . 7 ] ] " "
SOS j^too^r— 9^ (tuo)— ' i  I ^ J y ' o )  (2o -)2|
I n f  '
(7)
Fig, 1. Variation of 0'{cao) a«j a function of velocity parameter /?, for various valiies of carrier 
frequency /©.
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|i2(cOo)I —  I 1 <«s=a>0 —  [
^(<uo) =  ^(<u) I « = a io  =  ta n -1  ^ 1 +  I  j
?l'(a>o) d(j)(ix)) 2a' [ i + 1  I T '
do, . yc(l+ /?) I ^  \ rc(i+ A ) i J60= a>o
^ V o ) = = 4  -  f [ i +
2t-2
|0)=> (Ug
/=  30MHi
d - hoyfo\c»i
. . .  (8)
FI6.2
Fig. 2. Variation of 0'(a>o) os a function of velocity parameter for various values of in­
homogeneity parameter a^
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Fig. 3. Variation of "^'(tuo) as a function of velocity parameter for various values of -in- 
homogoneity parameter a'.
From eq. (7), it is evident that I’eflected pulse is shifted on time axis, and the 
whole pulse is delayed by the group delay time defined as,
r , =  f  (wo).
Let us define a parameter Iq, as
k^r[ato)(2cryi2
which determines the distortion of the pulse, after it has imdergone reflection. 
In case ?o 1, the reflected pulse is no longer Gaussian due to heavy distortion, 
hut in case the reflected pulse retains its envelope. £q. (8), shows that
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both h , and Iq, are complicated functions o f the velocity o f the moving inhomo­
geneous medium and the reflected pulse is Doppler-shifted.
Some numerical results have been presented in Figures (1), (2) and (3), which 
depict the dependence of and ((>8(wq), on the velocity of the medium v,
inhomogonoity parameter a\ and carrier frequency /g, It is seen that higher 
the velocity o f t he medium, smalloi- is the delay and dostortion of the reflected 
pulse.
The author is grateful to Prof. T. Musha for encouragement and Monbusho 
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A large number o f potential energy fimctions have been used by different workers 
for the purpose o f evaluating binding energies o f diatomic molecules. Rittner 
(1951) suggested a potential function consisting o f electrostatic, Van der Waals, 
polarization and an exponential type of overlap. However, due to its lengthy 
and complicated form, attempts have been made to find out some simpler form
